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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in active debris removal

(ADR) due to the treatment of space debris in the orbital environment. Dif-

ferent kinds of robotic devices have been developed for various space targets.

In this chapter, a brief review of the ADRmissions and technologies is given

first to help readers have an “intuitionistic” cognition on ADR. Background

information, including the brief history of space tentacles, space manipula-

tors, space tethers, and tethered space robots (TSR), is provided. Then, the

design of the TSR and a classical mission scenario are described, which form

the foundations of the subsequent chapters of this book.
1.1 BACKGROUND

Since the realization that space debris poses a threat for space activities, many

capture and removal techniques have been investigated to clean the Earth’s

orbit. The solution to this space debris problem will consist of multiple

methods, as no single capturing method can deal with the different kinds

of space debris. Due to their relative maturity, space tentacles [1–4] and space
manipulators (including single [5–7] and multiple arms [8]) are among the

first methods that have been proposed for the capture of space debris.

However, rigid manipulators only work for short-range targets and

point-to-point capture is difficult and risky, especially for an uncooperative

target. Therefore, the space tether is considered to be the most promising

approach for capturing debris. Most traditional applications of the space

tether (e.g., orbit transfer or artificial gravity) are impossible or excessively

costly with the existing space technology and engineering capacity.With the

maturity of space tether technology and the high demand for new space

tasks, research on the design, dynamics, control, and testing of various space

tethers are motivated by their potential in space applications. TSR is

precisely a new application of space tether for ADR.
1
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2 Tethered Space Robot
1.1.1 Brief History of the Space Tentacles
In ESAs e.Deorbit project [1], tentacles are used for capturing debris, either

with or without a robotic arm. If a robotic arm is used, tentacle capturing

embraces the space debris with a clamping mechanism after holding a point

on the target with the robotic arm. Finally, a velocity increment by the

chaser will deorbit the combined object. A trade-off shows that tentacle cap-

turing with a robotic arm leads to a higher cost, mass, volume, hazardous-

ness, and complexity of design compared to one without a robotic arm.

Although the simulation of the target grabbing without a robotic arm

performs successfully, practical missions require more stringent grabbing

conditions because of high precision requirements. Aviospace is also a ten-

tacles capture device working on the project CADET [2], which is in a

closed configuration made by belts to soften the contact between tentacles

and target. Finite element simulation and ground-based testing have been

conducted for the capturing process and dynamics behavior, and the detailed

design has been in progress since June 2014. Yoshida and his team proposed

another type of tentacle that is inspired by biology and is named the Target

Collaborativize (TAKO) Flyer [3]. TAKO is composed of a main service

satellite and a TAKO Gripper. This gripper is composed of several fingers

driven by the gas pressure in a pneumatic bellows. The TAKO Flyer can

also use several thrusters installed on the TAKO Gripper in order to work

on nonoperational targets that may be tumbling or that have failed to pro-

vide information. OctArm is a variant tentacle capturing device proposed by

McMahan in Ref. [4] that contains three sections connected by the

endplates. Each section is constructed with air muscle actuators and it is

capable of two axis bending and extension with nine degrees of freedom.

According to the aforementioned four kinds of tentacles, the advantages

of the tentacles are clear, including the stiff composite, easy ground test, and

higher Technology Readiness Level (TRL). However, the drawbacks are

also distinct, such as complicated rendezvous, possible bouncing, and the

requirement of accurate information of relative positioning and velocity.
1.1.2 Brief History of the Space Manipulator
On-orbit service (OOS) comprises all aspects of on-orbit assembly of parts

into systems, maintenance of equipment (preventative and corrective),

replenishment of consumables, upgrade, repair, and of course, target capture

and removal [8–10]. Most malfunctioning spacecraft have to be replaced due

to the lack of OOS opportunities. The accomplishment of OOS missions
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would be of great benefits, such as spacecraft assembly, orbit transfer, main-

tenance and repair, resupply, or even safe deorbiting. Over more than a

decade, numerous projects around the world have dealt with OOS of space-

craft supported by space robotics. A major subset of OOS consists of

unmanned OOS missions that use a space robot.

Most manned OOS missions are critical for astronauts and are extremely

expensive. In contrast to manned OOS missions, unmanned robotic OOS

missions play a more important role in the development of OOS. As early as

the 1980s, theNational Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) real-

ized the importance of robotics on-orbit servicing operations to protect their

assets in space. Space robotics is considered one of the most promising

approaches for unmanned on-orbit servicing (OOS) missions, such as dock-

ing, berthing, refueling, repairing, upgrading, transporting, rescuing, and

orbital debris removal [11]. Many enabling space robotics techniques have

been developed, and several OOS experimental demonstration missions,

including both manned and unmanned missions, have been successfully

accomplished in the past two decades.

The German ROTEX (Robot Technology Experiment) is one of the

milestones of space robot technology, shown in Fig. 1.1. ROTEXwas con-

ducted inMay 1993 in the space shuttle experiment module and operated by

an onboard astronaut and an operator on the ground [12]. ROTEX was

the first remotely controlled robot in space, and several key technologies

were successfully tested, such as a multisensory gripper, teleoperation from

the ground, shared autonomy, and time-delay compensation by a predictive

3D-stereo-graphic display.

The Japanese ETS-VII (Engineering Test Satellite VII) is another mile-

stone in the development of space robot technology and is considered to be

the first robotic OOS demonstration mission [13], shown in Fig. 1.2. Dif-

ferent from ROTEX, the ETS-VII’s robot system is a satellite mounted

EVA (extra-vehicular-activity) type robot while ROTEX is an IVA

(intra-vehicular-activity) type robot. ETS-VII includes a 2-m long, 6-

degrees-of-freedom robotic arm mounted on an unmanned spacecraft. It

was developed by the National Space Development Agency of Japan

(NASDA) and launched in November 1997. The objective of the ETS-

VII mission was to verify technologies for autonomous rendezvous, and

docking and robotic servicing in space. These technologies include teleo-

peration from the ground with a time-delay, robotic servicing task demon-

strations such as ORU exchange and deployment of a space structure,

dynamically coordinated control between the manipulator’s reaction
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Fig. 1.2 ETS-VII.
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and the satellite’s response, and capture and berthing of a target satellite

[14–16].
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA) Orbital

Express program was successfully launched and accomplished in 2007

[17]. The Orbital Express system comprises two satellites, the ASTRO

(Autonomous Space Transfer & Robotic Orbital Servicer) servicing vehicle

that included a 6-DOF rotary joint robotic arm, and the NextSat demon-

stration client vehicle [18]. As an advanced OOS technology demonstration

mission, it demonstrated the technologies of one spacecraft servicing another

one, such as short-range and long-range autonomous rendezvous and dock-

ing, capture and berthing, robotic ORU replacements, on-orbit refueling,

and autonomous fly-around visual inspection [19, 20].

The SUMO (Spacecraft for the Universal Modification of Orbits) was

another risk reduction program for an advanced servicing spacecraft spon-

sored by DARPA and executed by the NRL (Naval Research Laboratory)

in 2002, shown in Fig. 1.3. The purpose of this program was to demonstrate

the integration of machine vision, robotics, mechanisms, and autonomous

control algorithms to accomplish autonomously rendezvous and capture

customer satellites at geosynchronous orbits for future spacecraft servicing

operations [21]. In 2005, the program was renamed to FREND (Front-

end Robotics Enabling Near-term Demonstration), which included a

7-DOF flight robotic arm system with the objective of performing autono-

mous rendezvous and docking with satellites not pre-designed for servicing

[22]. This capability allowed nearly any satellite to be repositioned on-orbit
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and, therefore, provided many benefits including satellite life extension and

disposal of derelict spacecraft [7].

The FREND robotic arm was utilized in a newDARPA’s Phoenix pro-

gram in 2012. The goal of the Phoenix programwas to develop technologies

to cooperatively harvest and reuse valuable components from retired non-

operating satellites in geosynchronous orbit (GEO). By physically separating

these components from the host nonworking satellite using on-orbit grap-

pling tools, the Phoenix program aimed to demonstrate the ability to create

new space systems at a greatly reduced cost [23]. In the first case study for this

concept, Phoenix sought to demonstrate around-the-clock, globally persis-

tent communication capability for warfighters that were more economical

due to robotically removing and reusing GEO-based space apertures and

antennas from decommissioned satellites in the graveyard or disposal

orbit [24].

In 2009, another OOS mission, known as DEOS was proposed. The

German’s DEOS (Deutsche Orbital Servicing Mission) was a robotic tech-

nology demonstration mission that consisted of a servicing satellite equipped

with a robotic arm, and a target microsatellite to be captured and serviced in

orbit [25]. The main purpose was to capture a tumbling noncooperative cli-

ent satellite with a servicing spacecraft using a robotic arm, and to deorbit the

coupled configuration within a predefined orbit corridor at the end of mis-

sion [5]. After capture, the servicer would dock to the client using a grapple

inserted into the main propulsion unit and perform several practice
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manipulation tasks like placing cameras and inserting a refueling adapter as

well as orbit maneuvers with the mated configuration.

Most of the above robotic manipulators are designed and built in a man-

ner that maximizes stiffness in an attempt to minimize the vibration of the

end-effector to achieve good position accuracy. Compared to the conven-

tional heavy rigid manipulator in OOS, flexible manipulators have the

potential advantage of lower cost, greater payload-to-manipulator-weight

ratio, better maneuverability, better transportability, and safer operation.

Because the reduction in weight lowers the launching cost to space and soft-

ness improves safety at the moment of contact with the object, the flexible

manipulators are also used for space applications in OOS.

The Japan’s Aerospace Dual-Arm Manipulator (ADAM) was a dual-

flexible-arm robot used for capturing a spinning object [26]. ADAM has

two flexible links and seven joints in each arm. Research on space robotic

technologies such as flexible arm control, control of coupling vibration,

control of cooperating dual arms, and teleoperation of robots with multiple

arms were examined with the ADAM [27, 28].

A space debris micro-remover (SDMR) was studied by the Japan Aero-

space Exploration Agency (JAXA) in 2009 for active space debris removal

[29]. SDMR consists of a micro satellite, an electro-dynamic tether (EDT)

and an extensible, flexible folder arm. It aimed at capturing a tumbling non-

cooperative target satellite using this flexible folder arm. EDT technology

was investigated as a highly efficient orbital transfer approach for deorbiting.

A small EDT package provided a possible means for lowering the orbits of

objects without the need for propellant, and the flexible folder arm was used

to capture and remove large space debris.

Similar as the tentacles, the space manipulator is also a stiff composite,

which possesses both advantages and drawbacks. The rigid structure is easy

to establish ground-based test before launch, and has a higher TRL. On the

other hand, the probability of collision is higher due to the limited maxi-

mum length of the arm. Besides, the grappling point must be precise during

the rendezvous and docking.
1.1.3 Brief History of the Space Tether
Tethers are commonly considered to have rather good performance in

becoming as useful in space as they have always been on Earth. This problem

has been studied for over one hundred years with application scenarios pro-

posed by many researchers. In this section, we would like to recapitulate
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several basic applications of space tethers, without pretending to cover the

full list, and name various excellent contributions to the development of

space tether ideas, which is also the theoretical and engineering foundation

of the DTSR.

1.1.3.1 Single Space Tether
Artificial Gravity
It is a well-known fact that artificial gravity is highly desirable for long

manned space flights since even small fractions of g-force will improve living

conditions aboard a space station. It was exactly for this task that the use of a

space tether was first proposed. Nowadays, we know that the centrifugal

force of inertia can be used to create artificial gravity on Earth or in space.

This idea was first presented by Tsiolkovsky in 1895 [30]. For this applica-

tion, two spacecraft were connected by a tether chain, and then the whole

system was rotated to create artificial gravity. The length of the chain is a key

factor in determining the magnitude of force created, as well as the square of

angular velocity of the mechanical system’s rotation. Chobotov [31] was the

first researcher to render a detailed dynamic analysis of this mode of motion

in orbit in 1963. Gemini-11 tethered to the rocket stage Agena was the first

spacecraft to demonstrate the feasibility of this concept during its flight in

1966 [32]. Even a created artificial gravity of 10�4 g can be very useful in

space. For example, when transferring supplies from one spacecraft to

another, such as the transmission of fuel, microgravity can be useful to speed

up these missions [33].

In the past, designers of space stations did not want to complicate things

with artificial gravity, but in the future, generations of space tourist and

travelers may find it much more comfortable and desirable.

Orbital Transfer
Advantageous and far-reaching tether applications are associated with space

transportation. Traditionally, thrusters are mounted on the spacecraft as a

reactive mass for maneuvering in orbit. However, when the working

medium is exhausted, this process will fail. For tethered satellites on separate

sides, the use of a space tether system characterizes a pure exchange of energy

and angular momentum between them. Since there is no working medium

consumed, this kind of orbit transfer system promises sizable saving in fuel.

Hence, it can be used as a viable alternative to the traditional approach.

Colombo et al. [34], Bekey [35], Bekey and Penzo [36], and Carroll [37]

have studied this problem at length. Their research shows that the use of a
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space tether system can provide a sizable saving in fuel for transfer missions in

circular orbits. Kyroudis and Conway [38] further studied a tethered dumb-

bell system used in an elliptically orbit and stated its’ advantages for satellite

transfer to geosynchronous altitude. In Ref. [39], Kumar et al. studied dif-

ferent kinds of tether deployment systems for orbit raising, and they also dis-

cuss the out-of-plane libration on the payload. Yasaka [40] studied the

problems of orbit transfer for exhausted tumbling satellites. Bekey [41]

and Kumar [42] stated the advantages of using a tethered reusable satellite

for payload deployment. Lorenzini et al. [43], Ziegler [44] both studied

the spinning tethered system by releasing the tether by using spindle dynam-

ics is studied to achieve altitude gains of the SV/payload, which is the earlier

investigations by Ziegler and Cartmell. Kumar et al. [45] studied the tether

retrieval system used for the SV/payload deployment. And they propose a

system model including a payload and a connection tether.

Bonnal et al. [46] introduced the principle and modeling for the

“MAILMAN” process. They put forward the idea of an optimization with

variable weighting factors that can be applied to the deorbitation of debris

with passive tethers. In their plan, a passive tether is used to lower the orbital

lifetime of the debris N. Simultaneously, the chaser maneuvers from N to

the adjacent one N+1 benefiting from the momentum ΔV saved. Hyslop

et al. [47] presented details of a micro-launcher with a tethered upper stage.

They designed two typical missions, including how to deliver the payload

into target orbit and deorbit the exhausted solid stage to the Earth. They also

proposed a preliminary design of the tether system.

Attitude Stabilization
According to the mission of a spacecraft, its orientation in the Earth’s direc-

tion is usually designed specially. When in space, it is usually required to

keep the orientation for a long time. To satisfy this requirement, the systems

of active stabilization are designed. Traditionally, these systems use jet

engines with a small thrust and gyros for attitude adjustment. However, this

kind of system has a disadvantage, which is that the requirement for expen-

diture of a propellant is great. Hence, another kind of systems has developed

since the middle of the last century, which is defined as passive stabilization

systems. A long flexible tether with the load is one kind of passive stabiliza-

tion system.

In the 1960s, Chobotov [48] and Robe [49] both proposed and

improved the idea of using a tether for the satellite’s gravity-gradient stabi-

lization. The tether can be applied for an increased distance as long as there
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are several kilometers between the spacecraft and the stabilizing target. It

resulted into an increase of the recovering moment of gravity-gradient.

And this value is proportional to the distance in its first approximation. Misra

and Diamond [50] presented a TSS model for attitude stabilization. The

model consisted of a main satellite and a sub satellite that were linked by

two extensible massless tethers. The motion of the TSS was assumed in a

circular Keplerian orbit, including out-of-plane and in-plane motions. In

addition, the longitudinal oscillations of the tether are also involved. Ciardo

and Bergamaschi [51] researched the motion discipline of the two-tether

system. They studied three dimensional attitude motion of the tether,

including in-plane and out-of-plane angles. Ignoring tether tension varia-

tions, motion disciplines were described by linearized equations and simu-

lations were demonstrated. Banerjee and Kane [52] studied how to use the

pull force of the tethers for controlling the stability of a space platform that

was connected to a space station by two tethers. Kumar [53] studied how to

use two tethers for the attitude stabilization of a satellite, which moved in a

circular orbit. Furthermore, Kumar [54, 55] studied the case of a satellite that

moved in elliptic orbits. Their works demonstrated that it was feasible to use

two tethers for passive satellite pointing stability. Kumar [56] also analyzed

the attitude dynamics of a two-tether system, which used a kite-like tether

configuration.

1.1.3.2 Multi-Space Tethers
The application of using multi-tethers, namely the tethered formation fly-

ing, has been identified as a means of reducing cost and adding flexibility to

space-based programs. A single, large spacecraft would be replaced by many

smaller, less complicated satellites that make up a particular spatial configu-

ration. Compared with a single large spacecraft, satellite formations have

higher flexibility and system reliability. Therefore it has become one of

the most promising technologies for future space missions. Currently, the

satellite formation has been proposed for various applications, such as syn-

thetic aperture, radar satellite formation, distributed meteorological satellite

stereoscopic imaging, high-resolution synthetic aperture optical interferom-

etry, and electronic surveillance. However, spatial formation flying is facing

multiple challenges, especially space environmental disturbance, such as

interference of gravity, air resistance, sunlight pressure, electromagnetism,

and modeled force, which make spatial formations difficult in the long

run. The satellites have to consume large quantities of fuel to keep the stable

configuration. Therefore the service life of the satellite formation is
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significantly reduced. When the tethers are applied to the satellites, the rel-

ative distances between spacecraft can be maintained accurately because the

satellite is connected to the spacecraft via tethers, making the tethers remain

taut. The satellite formation connected by a tether is called tethered satellite

formation. The system rotates along an axis, or utilizes thrusters, gravity gra-

dient, or air resistance to keep the tethers in tension and to maintain the

shape of the formation. The main advantages of using tethers for satellite

flight formation have been summarized by Fedi Casas, Manrico in Ref.

[57]. However, the tether also has many disadvantages to the satellite forma-

tion, such as increasing the complexity of deploying the satellite cluster; the

risk of collisions; the complexity of tether dynamics; the possibility of envi-

ronmental deterioration and micrometeoroid damage; and complexities

regarding optics and controls for tethered satellites [58]. The investigation

of tethered satellite formations has become a hot topic.

Dynamics and Control
There have been many investigations on the dynamics and control of teth-

ered satellite formation flying. Misra and Modi [59] and Kumar [60] have

made an extensive literature survey about the dynamics and control of teth-

ered satellite systems. Avanzini and Fedi investigated the dynamics of multi-

tethered satellite formations, where tethers are modeled by means of a

sequence of point-masses and massless springs. The results showed that

the massless tether model is sufficiently accurate for capturing the most rel-

evant aspects of the behavior of the formation, whereas tether mass affects

formation dynamics for closed configurations featuring external tethers

[61]. Liu et al. proposed a nonlinear output tracking control scheme based

on the θ-D technique to fulfill the station—keep control of the rotating TSS

along halo orbits. The obtained nonlinear suboptimal controller is in a closed

form and is easy to implement [62]. Cai et al. investigated the nonlinear

coupled dynamics of a rotating triangular tethered satellite formation near

libration points, developed the dynamical formulation, and analyzed the

dynamic characteristics [63]. Zhao and Cai presented the nonlinear coupling

(not linearized) dynamics of multi-tethered satellite formations, in which the

parent satellite follows three-dimensional larger Halo orbits centered about

the second libration point of the Sun-Earth system. They developed a

dynamic system model and demonstrated that both the orbit motion and

tether librations have better stability characteristics in a relatively long-term

as a result of the increased initial spin rate and length of tethers [64]. Pizarro-

Chong and Misra examined the dynamics of certain multi-tethered satellite
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formations containing a parent (or central) body [65]. Literature [66] pre-

sented the dynamics of multi-tethered satellite formations that consists of

a parent satellite and subsatellites connected in a hub-spoke configuration

via variable-length tethers near libration points. Chung et al. established

the nonlinear equations of motions of multi-vehicle tethered spacecraft.

By using the diagonalization technique, decentralization was realized.

The controllability analysis indicated that both array resizing and spin-up

are fully controllable only by the reaction wheels and the tether motor,

thereby eliminating the need for thrusters [67].

Attitude Control
It is necessary for the satellite formation to change the spin axis direction in

many missions, such as interferometry observation missions [68]. Nakaya

and Matsunaga discussed attitude maneuvers of spinning a tethered forma-

tion flying system and proposed a feedback maneuver control based on the

virtual structure approach [69]. Mori and Matsunaga proposed a tethered

satellite cluster system, which consists of a cluster of satellites connected

by tethers. This cluster system can maintain and change formation via active

control of the tether’s tension and length to save thruster fuel and improve

control accuracy. The equilibrium conditions that the tether tension

imposes on the rotational motion were given, and a coordinated control

method for the thrusters, the reaction wheels, and the tether tension/torque

was proposed [70]. Menon and Bombardelli considered a tethered forma-

tion system that consists of two platforms linked by a flexible tether at a

few hundredmeters long. This system constitutes the building block of more

complex tethered architectures utilized in proposed space interferometry

missions, and the tethered units are modeled as extended rigid bodies

[71]. Liang et al. proposed a class of decentralized coordinated attitude con-

trol laws using a behavior-based control approach, where the choice of

behavior weights defines the coordination connections. In the presence

of model uncertainties and external disturbances, the presented class of con-

trollers can guarantee globally asymptotical reachability of a given desired

trajectory [72].

Structure and Configuration
Since initially the proposed applications involved only two bodies, the inter-

est of the investigators was on two-body systems. Sarychev investigated the

equilibria of two connected rigid bodies in a circular orbit with respect to the

orbital reference frame [73]. Lorenzini investigated a satellite system that
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consists of three platforms: the Space Station, an end mass anchored at the

end of a 10-km-long Kevlar tether, and a micro-g/variable-g laboratory

with the capability of crawling along the tether [74]. Pizarro-Chong and

Misra investigated the dynamics of possible configurations for multi-

tethered satellite formation and studied two main possibilities. In the first

one, there is a central body (hub) that contains stem tethers (spokes) with

a satellite at the end of each tether. The other was the closed-hub-and-spoke

configuration, where tethers connecting one peripheral satellite to the next

are added to the configuration described in the first one. The configurations

were nominally in two-dimensions, but three-dimensional motion was

studied. The relative motion of the satellites was examined for both config-

urations and for varying number of bodies. When the configuration spins in

the orbital plane, the hub-and-spoke configuration is stable for up to four

bodies. Above that number, outer tethers are necessary [75]. Kumar and

Yasaka investigated the feasibility of rotating satellite formation using flex-

ible tethers. The system was composed of three satellites connected through

tethers and located at the vertices of a triangle-like configuration. Open-

loop tether deployment and retrieval laws were developed. In the case when

three satellites had equal masses, the critical minimum value of spin rate for

system steady-spinmotion in the orbital plane was found to be 0.58 times the

orbital rate [76]. Literature [61, 65] investigated the dynamics of multi-

tethered satellite formations. Guerman studied tetrahedral equilibrium con-

figurations of a chain consisting of four satellites connected by three rigid

weightless rods [77]. Cai et al. investigated the dynamic stability of a rotating

triangular tethered satellite formation near libration points during the

deployment and retrieval stages [78].

Although many investigations about tethered spacecraft formation have

been made in recent years, there have also been many problems. The major-

ity of researchers assumed the tethers to be massless and inextensible. Few

individuals took the tether mass and elasticity into account in their studies.

The folding and releasing control and the reconfiguration of the tethered

spacecraft formation are two critical problems that deserve more close atten-

tion. Another challenge for this topic is the ground test design, which is nec-

essary in addition to numerical analysis and simulations.
1.1.4 Brief History of the TSR
A tethered space robot is a novel kind of space robot, which consists of a

gripper, a space tether, and a space platform (Fig. 1.4). Owing to its
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flexibility and great workspace, a TSR has wide applications in future on-

orbit services including on-orbit maintenance, on-orbit refueling, auxiliary

orbit transfer, and space debris removal [79–81]. Many problems may arise

during different phases of a TSR capture mission, which is typically sepa-

rated into the deployment, approach, capture and post-capture phase, and

retrieval or deorbiting phase.
1.1.4.1 Releasing/Retrieving Phase
The dynamic characteristics of the TSR during the release and retrieval

phase are quite complicated. Mantri [82] investigated the system parameters

that affect the length to which a tethered satellite systemwill deploy [83]. Yu

[56] presented the effect of J2 perturbation on the deployment and retrieval

of tethered satellite and showed the new dynamics with the heating effect

taken into account. Some particular laws of deployment retrieval leading

to analytical solutions for the small in-plane and out-of-plane motions of

the system are obtained in Ref. [84]. The retrieval dynamics of the tethered

satellite system is simulated using Galerkin’s method with and without the

contribution of the lateral vibration to the strain and the bead model

approach, where the tether is assumed to be a series of point-masses con-

nected to each other by massless springs and revolute joints in Ref. [85].

The orbit and attitude controls during the approaching and retrieving

target phase are the key missions for TSR and have been studied by many

researchers. Pradeep [86] proposed a new method to determine the tension

control law, which is designed using theorems in analytical mechanics.
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Modi [87] designed an off-set control strategy, which is implemented using

a manipulator mounted on the platform to regulate the tether swing. The

corresponding state feedback controller is designed using a graph theoretic

approach, and the controller successfully regulates the tethered system. The

particular laws of deployment/retrieval obtained in Ref. [57] are extended

to massive tether in Ref. [84]. The dynamics of a tethered satellite system

during deployment and retrieval in orbit was considered and an intermediate

scheme, generalizing the previously proposed conventional scheme and the

crawler scheme, is presented in Ref. [88]. Pradeep [86] suggested a new

method to determine the tension control law by using theorems in analytical

mechanics. In Ref. [89], the dynamic behavior of a tether connected satellite

system during the deployment and retrieval process was considered, and fast

retrieval laws for tethered satellite systems were obtained. He [90] studied

the stability of the system equilibrium state for tethered satellite system

and developed a range-rate control algorithm to achieve the stable control

of a tether’s deploying, keeping, and retrieving. InRef. [91], the dynamics of

variable-length tethers was studied, and a control strategy was proposed

to avoid slackness of the tethers during deployment. Fujii [92] studied the

optimal trajectory for the deployment and retrieval of a tethered subsatellite.

To prevent tether slackness and/or angle buildup, thrusters are employed for

control augmentation during tethered satellite retrieval in Ref. [93]. From

control theory, Fujii [94] presented a new control algorithm applied to the

problem of deployment and retrieval of tethered satellite systems. An idea of

the “mission function” was introduced and the deployment and retrieval

process was thus controlled to decrease the mission function. Vadali [95]

applied the Lyapunov approach to the tethered subsatellite deployment

and retrieval problem and developed a nonlinear feedback tension control

law to guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system, which was used

in combination with out-of-plane thrusting during retrieval. The effects

of various deployment schemes, as well as out-of-plane vibrations on a

tethered payload, were studied in Ref. [39]. Netzer [96] described the opti-

mization analysis results of deployment and retrieval of a tethered satellite

system. Fujii [97] developed a feedback control law to follow an optimal

path for the deployment/retrieval phase of a subsatellite connected to the

shuttle through a tether. The deployment/retrieval control of a tethered

subsatellite connected through an elastic tether to the main body was studied

in Ref. [98]. Lakso [99] presented an approach to determine optimal tether

deployment/retrieval trajectories using direct collocation and nonlinear

programming. Wen [100] presented the nonlinear optimal control for the
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deployment process of an elastically tethered subsatellite model, which

involved not only the usually addressed in-plane motion but also the out-

of-plane motion. Besides, given the uncertainties in the mass parameter,

the perturbations in initial states, and the external disturbance forces, a non-

linear optimal feedback control for the deployment process of a tethered

subsatellite model was presented in Ref. [101]. A methodology for deploy-

ment/retrieval optimization of tethered satellite systems was presented with

the space tether composed of lumped masses connected via inelastic links in

Ref. [102]. Barkow [103] considered two slightly different approaches called

pendulum control and targeting, which are efficient concerning the neces-

sary energy input and less energy expense. Moreover, Barkow [104] also

introduced an optimal control strategy to simulate the force controlled

deployment of a tethered satellite from a spaceship.

The attitude control of the TSR has received extensive attentions in

recent years. Nohmi [105] investigated the arm link to control the TSR’s

attitude during the deployment phase, and a microgravity experiment was

conducted to validate the feasibility of this scheme. Beda [106] investigated

how the attitude dynamics of a tethered satellite can be controlled for eccen-

tric orbits by simply using the feedback of the pitch angle. Bergamaschi [107]

studied the coupling between the tether taut string vibrations and the satel-

lite attitude motion. A fault-tolerant nonlinear control design was presented

by Godard [108] to control the attitude of a satellite using the movement of

the tether attachment points in cases where tether deployment suddenly

stops and tether breakage occurs. In addition, Godard [109] also investigated

a corresponding adaptive fault-tolerant control method in the presence of

unknown slow-varying satellite mass distribution and tether rigidity

parameters.

To save on fuel consumption during the target releasing phase is quite

significant and meaningful for the TSR, Nakamura [110] discussed the col-

laborative control of tension (controlled by the servicing satellite) and

thruster (controlled by the tethered robot) when approaching the target

of the tethered retriever. Wang [111] presented a control scheme of a

TSR using a mobile tether attachment point in the approaching phase,

which can realize the coordinated control of the tether tension and thruster

force. Considering the increased mass of the tether and the distributed force

acting on the tether, Huang et al. [112] designed an optimal coordinated

controller which can minimize the fuel consumption by using the hp-

adaptive pseudospectral method and the classical PD controller. Nohmi

[113] proposed a cooperative control scheme for a TSR to reach a
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destination point. By using the translation and link motion of the TSR,

Nohmi [114] found that the angular momentum of the tethered robot

can be controlled by proper motion of the tether attachment point. Xu

et al. [115] investigated the coordinated position and attitude control

method of a TSR, where the traditional position control force is obtained

using the linear quadratic regulator, and then the control force is distributed

to space tether and thrusters by optimization.

The oscillations of the space tether must be considered for the TSR. Stei-

ner [116] showed that with the aid of center manifold theory for the nonlinear

system the out-of-plane oscillations of tethered satellite systems can be stabi-

lized by tension control. Vestroni et al. [117] studied the oscillations of teth-

ered satellite systems caused by internal resonance and presented a control

method to reduce the primary and secondary instability regions of oscillations

perturbed by internally resonant disturbance components. In Ref. [118], a

method of damping structural vibrations using optimization techniques is pre-

sented and applied to a tethered satellite system. Misra [119] considered con-

trol of the rotational motion as well as longitudinal and transverse vibrations of

a tethered subsatellite system during its retrieval to the shuttle.

1.1.4.2 Capture and Post-Capture Phase
Due to the presence of the tether, the dynamic characteristics of the TSR dif-

fer from those of a traditional space robot during the capture and post-capture

phase. Zhang et al. [120] presented a newmethodology for the on-line inertial

parameters estimation of rigid space debris captured by a tethered system.

Huang et al. [121] presented a novel scheme for achieving attitude control

of a tumbling TSR in the post-capture phase, which coordinates the control-

ler of the tether force and thruster force with the controller of single thruster

force. To realize the stabilization of a TSR-target combination system after a

capturing phase, Wang et al. [122] proposed a coordinated optimal control

scheme of the tether tension, thruster control torque of the gripper, and

the manipulator, which is solved by Gauss pseudospectral method.

1.1.4.3 Deorbiting Phase
The TSR has many advantages on target deorbiting. Sun et al. [123] inves-

tigated the effects of propulsive coefficients on librational stability during

maneuvering and presented a hierarchical sliding-mode tension control

method to track the expected in-plane angle Liu [124] conducted an in-

depth investigation on tether-tugging deorbit issues of defunct geostationary

satellites.
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1.2 SYSTEM AND MISSION DESIGN OF TSR

1.2.1 System Architecture
Since space debris is uncooperative for the capture device, a TSR is prom-

ising for ADR. The three-finger operational robot hand of the TSR pro-

posed in this book can properly catch space debris with a good trade-off

between the operating efficiency and cost efficiency.

The space platform has the capability of autonomous orbit transfer, and

can execute multiple space tasks using several capture device payloads (one

kind or several kinds) mounted on it. Various sensors, such as stereo cameras,

laser rangers, and microwave radars are used to inspect, track, and measure

the targets (cooperative and noncooperative). The space tether used here is

nonconductive and very strong. It is not available to transport information or

supply power. We designed it to provide tension for coordinated control

and to deorbit the debris, which may reduce the propulsion fuel consump-

tion and the size of designed Operational Robot accordingly.

The designed operational robot of the TSR, with a total mass of 10 kg

and a length of 480 mm and a diameter of 260 mm, is a free-flying element

that is connected to spacecraft platform by a space tether. To meet these

requirements, we designed the configuration and selected the sensors

delicately.

As shown in Fig. 1.5, the operational robot of the TSR is designed to be a

hexahedron and is principally composed of seven subsystems, including a
Fig. 1.5 Architecture of the operational robot.
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structure subsystem; a thermal control subsystem; a power supply subsystem;

a propulsion subsystem; a guide, navigation, control (GNC) subsystem; a

visual perception subsystem; and a central processing subsystem. On the

upper panel are mounted two stereo cameras, two light emitting diodes

(LEDs), and a 3-finger gripping element. The motion to the target and rota-

tions will be performed by a cold gas propulsion system using 12 thrusters of

0.3 N thrust each, using a tank containing approximately 1 kg liquid nitro-

gen. Inertial measurement unit (IMU) is also used for pose measurement

[125–127]. Moreover, the cooperative visual markers used for relative pose

measurement is fixed on the lower panel.

1.2.2 Mission Scenarios
Similar to Zhai’s description in Ref. [128], the TSR’s mission scenario is

shown in Fig. 1.6.
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Fig. 1.6 Orbit maneuvers designed for TSR.
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It begins with the launch of large launchers, such as CZ-3, capable of

transporting a 3.8-ton spacecraft into a geostationary orbit. When TSR

reaches the GTO and is separated from the launcher, it will perform the

injection maneuver (apogee maneuver) by using its propulsion system to

go into a nearby GEO, allowing for phasing to an orbit position, where

the rendezvous maneuver to the first target satellite can start.

The whole rendezvous is divided into four sub-maneuvers, particularly

orbital inclination sub-maneuver (point S1), homing sub-maneuver (point

S2), closing sub-maneuver (point S3), and in-plane inspection sub-

maneuver (point S4), to minimize the effects of uncertainties, as shown

in Fig. 1.7. Once the relative pose is in line with capture condition, the

3-fingers point to the region of interest (ROI) of the target, capture the solar

panel, manipulation, and lock. After the complete capture, the thruster will

work against the direction of the velocity, and target debris will be de-

orbited to the graveyard orbit, where the debris will be set free by stretching

the 3-fingers.

The TSR features high flexibility and greater workspace and is promising

in future OSS missions such as auxiliary orbit transfer and space debris

removal. In recent years, many researchers have worked on the TSR, espe-

cially the dynamics and controls of releasing and retrieving phase, resulting

in many achievements. However, the TSR is a rather complex multi-body

with its dynamics highly coupled and requires more investigations. Dynamic

modeling is one of the most important problems for the TSR, especially the

modeling of the space tether, which has been studied by many researchers.

Moreover, the dynamic behavior of a space tether is quite complicated,
Graveyard
orbits

Operational robot
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S2S3
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GEO

V-bar

R-bar

Target
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Fig. 1.7 Orbit maneuvers designed for TSR.
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which leads to highly coupled dynamic characteristics of TSR during the

employment, capture, retrieval, and deorbiting phases. Therefore, more

efforts are required to study the dynamic modeling and behavior of the

TSR deeply. Besides, the nonlinear dynamic model of the TSR is quite

complicated due to the existence of space tether and the control during

the mission is challenging but very meaningful. The investigations of control

during employment and retrieval have been drawn much attention. How-

ever, the problems of target capture and post-capture have not been fully

addressed, which will be the topics of the subsequent chapters.
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